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Abstract—Plug-and-play priors (PnP) is a broadly applicable
methodology for solving inverse problems by exploiting statistical
priors specified as denoisers. Recent work has reported the state-
of-the-art performance of PnP algorithms using pre-trained deep
neural nets as denoisers in a number of imaging applications.
However, current PnP algorithms are impractical in large-scale
settings due to their heavy computational and memory require-
ments. This work addresses this issue by proposing an incremental
variant of the widely used PnP-ADMM algorithm, making it
scalable to large-scale datasets. We theoretically analyze the
convergence of the algorithm under a set of explicit assumptions,
extending recent theoretical results in the area. Additionally, we
show the effectiveness of our algorithm with nonsmooth data-
fidelity terms and deep neural net priors, its fast convergence
compared to existing PnP algorithms, and its scalability in terms
of speed and memory.

Index Terms—Regularized image reconstruction, plug-and-
play priors, deep learning, regularization parameter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Plug-and-play priors (PnP) is a simple yet flexible method-
ology for imposing statistical priors without explicitly forming
an objective function [1], [2]. PnP algorithms alternate between
imposing data consistency by minimizing a data-fidelity term
and imposing a statistical prior by applying an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) denoiser. PnP draws its inspiration
from the proximal algorithms extensively used in nonsmooth
composite optimization [3], such as the proximal-gradient
method (PGM) [4]–[7] and alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM) [8]–[11]. The popularity of deep learning
has led to a wide adoption of PnP for exploiting learned priors
specified through pre-trained deep neural nets, leading to its
state-of-the-art performance in a variety of applications [12]–
[16]. Its empirical success has spurred a follow-up work
that provided theoretical justifications to PnP in various
settings [17]–[23]. Despite this progress, current PnP algorithms
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are not practical for addressing large-scale problems due to
their computation time and memory requirements. To the best
of our knowledge, the only prior work on developing PnP
algorithms that are suitable for large-scale problems is the
stochastic gradient descent variant of PnP (PnP-SGD), whose
fixed-point convergence was recently analyzed for smooth data-
fidelity terms [20].

In this work, we present a new incremental PnP-ADMM
(IPA) algorithm for solving large-scale inverse problems. As an
extensions of the widely used PnP-ADMM [1], [2], IPA can
integrate statistical information from a data-fidelity term and
a pre-trained deep neural net. However, unlike PnP-ADMM,
IPA can effectively scale to datasets that are too large for
traditional batch processing by using a single element or a
small subset of the dataset at a time. The memory and per-
iteration complexity of IPA is independent of the number of
measurements, thus allowing it to deal with very large datasets.
Additionally, unlike PnP-SGD [20], IPA can effectively address
problems with nonsmooth data-fidelity terms, and generally has
faster convergence. We present a detailed convergence analysis
of IPA under a set of explicit assumptions on the data-fidelity
term and the denoiser. Our analysis extends the recent fixed-
point analysis of PnP-ADMM in [23] to partial randomized
processing of data. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed
scalable PnP algorithm and corresponding convergence analysis
are absent from the current literature in this area. Our numerical
validation demonstrates the practical effectiveness of IPA for
integrating nonsmooth data-fidelity terms and deep neural net
priors, its fast convergence compared to PnP-SGD, and its
scalability in terms of both speed and memory. In summary, we
establish IPA as a flexible, scalable, and theoretically sound PnP
algorithm applicable to a wide variety of large-scale problems.

II. BACKGROUND

Consider the problem of estimating an unknown vector x ∈
Rn from a set of noisy measurements y ∈ Rm. It is standard
practice to formulate the solution as an optimization problem

min
x∈Rn

f(x) with f(x) := g(x) + h(x), (1)

where g is a data-fidelity term that quantifies consistency with
the observed data y and h is a regularizer that encodes prior
knowledge on x. As an example, consider the nonsmooth `1-
norm data-fidelity term g(x) = ‖y −Ax‖1, which assumes a
linear observation model y = Ax+ e, and the TV regularizer
h(x) = τ‖Dx‖1, where D is the gradient operator and τ > 0
is the regularization parameter. Common applications of (1)
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include sparse vector recovery in compressive sensing [24],
[25], image restoration using total variation (TV) [26], and
low-rank matrix completion [27].

Proximal algorithms are often used for solving problems of
form (1) when g or h are nonsmooth [3]. For example, one
such standard algorithm, ADMM, can be summarized as

zk = proxγg(x
k−1 + sk−1) (2a)

xk = proxγh(z
k − sk−1) (2b)

sk = sk−1 + xk − zk, (2c)

where γ > 0 is the penalty parameter [11] and proximal
operator is defined as

proxτh(z) := arg min
x∈Rn

{
1

2
‖x− z‖22 + τh(x)

}
(3)

for any proper, closed, and convex function h [3]. The
proximal operator can be interpreted as a maximum a posteriori
probability (MAP) estimator for the AWGN denoising problem

z = x+ n where x ∼ px, n ∼ N (0, τI), (4)

by setting h(x) = −log(px(x)). This perspective inspired the
development of PnP [1], [2], where the proximal operator is
simply replaced by a more general denoiser D : Rn → Rn
such as BM3D [28] or DnCNN [29]. For example, the widely
used PnP-ADMM can be summarized as

zk = proxγg(x
k−1 + sk−1) (5a)

xk = Dσ(z
k − sk−1) (5b)

sk = sk−1 + xk − zk, (5c)

where, in analogy with τ > 0 in (3), we introduce the
parameter σ > 0 controlling the relative strength of the
denoiser. Remarkably, this heuristic of using denoisers not
associated with any h within an iterative algorithm exhibited
great empirical success [12]–[15] and spurred a great deal of
theoretical work on PnP algorithms [17]–[23].

An elegant fixed-point convergence analysis of PnP-ADMM
was recently presented in [23]. By substituting vk = zk−sk−1

into PnP-ADMM, the algorithm is expressed in terms of an
operator

P :=
1

2
I +

1

2
(2G− I)(2Dσ − I) with G := proxγg, (6)

where I denotes the identity operator. The convergence of
PnP-ADMM is then established through its equivalence to the
fixed-point convergence of the sequence vk = P(vk−1). The
equivalence of PnP-ADMM to the iterations of the operator (6)
originates from the well-known relationship between ADMM
and the Douglas-Rachford splitting [3], [8], [19], [23].

Scalable optimization algorithms have become increasingly
important in the context of large-scale problems arising in
machine learning and data science [30]. Stochastic and online
optimization techniques have been investigated for traditional
ADMM [31]–[35], where proxγg is approximated using a subset
of observations (with or without subsequent linearization). Our
work contributes to this area by investigating the scalability
of PnP-ADMM that is not minimizing any explicit objective
function. Since PnP-ADMM can integrate powerful deep neural

Algorithm 1 Incremental Plug-and-Play ADMM (IPA)
1: input: initial values x0, s0 ∈ Rn, parameters γ, σ > 0.
2: for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
3: Choose an index ik ∈ {1, . . . , b}
4: zk ← Gik(x

k−1 + sk−1) where Gik := proxγgik
5: xk ← Dσ(z

k − sk−1)
6: sk ← sk−1 + xk − zk

7: end for

net denoisers, there is a need to understand its theoretical
properties and ability to address large-scale imaging problems.

Before introducing our algorithm, it is worth briefly men-
tioning an emerging paradigm of using deep neural nets for
solving ill-posed imaging inverse problems (see, reviews [36]–
[39]). This work is most related to techniques that explicitly
decouple the measurement model from the learned prior. For
example, learned denoisers have been adopted for a class
of algorithms in compressive sensing known as approximate
message passing (AMP) [40]–[43]. The key difference of PnP
from AMP is that it does not assume random measurement
operators. Regularization by denoising (RED) is a closely
related method that specifies an explicit regularizers that has a
simple gradient [44]–[47]. PnP does not seek the existence of
such an objective. Instead interpreting solutions as equilibrum
points balancing the data-fit and the prior [19]. Finally, a recent
line of work has investigated the recovery and convergence
guarantees for priors specified by generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [48]–[52]. PnP does not seek to project its
iterates to the range of a GAN, instead it directly uses the
output of a simple AWGN denoiser to improve the estimation
quality. This simplifies the training and application of learned
priors within the PnP methodology. Our work contributes to
this broad area by providing new conceptual, theoretical, and
empirical insights into incremental ADMM optimization under
statistical priors specified as deep neural net denoisers.

III. INCREMENTAL PNP-ADMM

Batch PnP algorithms operate on the whole observation
vector y ∈ Rm. We are interested in partial randomized
processing of observations by considering the decomposition
of Rm into b ≥ 1 blocks

Rm = Rm1×Rm2×· · ·×Rmb with m = m1+m2+· · ·+mb.

We thus consider data-fidelity terms of the form

g(x) =
1

b

b∑

i=1

gi(x), x ∈ Rn, (7)

where each gi is evaluated only on the subset yi ∈ Rmi of the
full data y.

PnP-ADMM is often impractical when b is very large due to
the complexity of computing proxγg . As shown in Algorithm 1,
the proposed IPA algorithm extends stochastic variants of
traditional ADMM [31]–[35] by integrating denoisers Dσ that
are not associated with any h. Its per-iteration complexity is
independent of the number of data blocks b, since it processes
only a single component function gi at every iteration.
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In principle, IPA can be implemented using different block
selection rules. The strategy adopted for our theoretical analysis
focuses on the usual strategy of selecting indices ik as
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables
distributed uniformly over {1, . . . , b}. An alternative would
be to proceed in epochs of b consecutive iterations, where at
the start of each epoch the set {1, . . . , b} is reshuffled, and ik
is selected from this ordered set [53]. In some applications,
it might also be beneficial to select indices ik in an online
data-adaptive fashion by taking into account the statistical
relationships among observations [54], [55].

Unlike PnP-SGD, IPA does not require smoothness of the
functions gi. Instead of computing the partial gradient ∇gi,
as is done in PnP-SGD, IPA evaluates the partial proximal
operator Gi. Thus, the maximal benefit of IPA is expected for
problems in which Gi is efficient to evaluate. This is a case
for a number of functions commonly used in computational
imaging, compressive sensing, and machine learning (see the
extensive discussion on proximal operators in [56]).

Let us discuss two widely used scenarios. The proximal oper-
ator of the `2-norm data-fidelity term gi(x) =

1
2‖yi −Aix‖22

has a closed-form solution

Gi(z) = proxγgi(z) =
(
I+ γAT

i Ai

)−1 (
z + γAT

i y
)

(8)

for γ > 0 and z ∈ Rn. Prior work has extensively discussed
efficient strategies for evaluating (8) for a variety of linear
operators, including convolutions, partial Fourier transforms,
and subsampling masks [9], [57]–[59]. As a second example,
consider the `1-data fidelity term gi(x) = ‖yi−Aix‖1, which
is nonsmooth. The corresponding proximal operator has a
closed form solution for any orthogonal operator Ai and can
also be efficiently computed in many other settings [56]. We
numerically evaluate the effectiveness of IPA on both `1- and `2-
norm data-fidelity terms and deep neural net priors in Section V.

IPA can also be implemented as a minibatch algorithm,
processing several blocks in parallel at every iteration, thus
improving its efficiency on multi-processor hardware architec-
tures. Algorithm 2 presents the minibatch version of IPA that
averages several proximal operators evaluated over different
data blocks. When the minibatch size p = 1, Algorithm 2
reverts to Algorithm 1. The main benefit of minibatch IPA is
its suitability for parallel computation of Ĝ, which can take
advantage of multi-processor architectures.

Minibatch IPA is related to the proximal average approxi-
mation of G = proxγg [60], [61]

G(x) =
1

b

b∑

i=1

proxγgi(x), x ∈ Rn.

When Assumption 1 is satisfied, then the approximation error
is bounded for any x ∈ Rn as [61]

‖G(x)− G(x)‖ ≤ 2γL.

Minibatch IPA thus simply uses a minibatch approximation Ĝ
of the proximal average G. One implication of this is that even
when the minibatch is exactly equal to the full measurement
vector, minibatch IPA is not exact due to the approximation
error introduced by the proximal average. However, the

Algorithm 2 Minibatch IPA
1: input: initial values x0, s0 ∈ Rn, parameters γ, σ > 0,

minibatch size p ≥ 1.
2: for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
3: Choose indices i1, . . . , ip from the set {1, . . . , b}.
4: zk ← Ĝ(xk−1 + sk−1) where Ĝ := 1

p

∑p
j=1 proxγgij

5: xk ← Dσ(z
k − sk−1)

6: sk ← sk−1 + xk − zk

7: end for

resulting approximation error can be made as small as desired
by controlling the penalty parameter γ > 0.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

We now present a theoretical analysis of IPA. We fist present
an intuitive interpretation of its solutions, and then present our
convergence analysis under a set of explicit assumptions.

A. Fixed Point Interpretation

IPA cannot be interpreted using the standard tools from
convex optimization, since its solution is generally not a
minimizer of an objective function. Nonetheless, we develop
an intuitive operator based interpretation (see Appendix C for
additional details).

Consider the following set-valued operator

T := γ∂g + (D−1σ − I), γ > 0, (9)

where ∂g is the subdifferential of the data-fidelity term and
D−1σ (x) := {z ∈ Rn : x = Dσ(z)} is the inverse operator of
the denoiser Dσ. Note that this inverse operator exists even
when Dσ is not one-to-one [8], [62]. By characterizing the fixed
points of PnP algorithms, it can be shown that their solutions
can be interpreted as vectors in the zero set of T

0 ∈ T(x∗) = γ∂g(x∗) + (D−1σ (x∗)− x∗)

⇔ x∗ ∈ zer(T) := {x ∈ Rn : 0 ∈ T(x)}.
Consider the following two sets

zer(∂g) := {x ∈ Rn : 0 ∈ ∂g(x)} and
fix(Dσ) := {x ∈ Rn : x = Dσ(x)},

where zer(∂g) is the set of all critical points of the data-fidelity
term and fix(Dσ) is the set of all fixed points of the denoiser.
Intuitively, the fixed points of Dσ correspond to all vectors that
are not denoised, and therefore can be interpreted as vectors
that are noise-free according to the denoiser.

If x∗ ∈ zer(∂g)∩fix(Dσ), then x∗ ∈ zer(T), which implies
that x∗ is one of the solutions. Hence, any vector that minimizes
a convex data-fidelity term g and noiseless according to Dσ is in
the solution set. On the other hand, when zer(∂g)∩ fix(Dσ) =
∅, then x∗ ∈ zer(T) corresponds to an equilibrium point
between two sets.

This interpretation of PnP highlights one important aspect
that is often overlooked in the literature, namely that, unlike
in the traditional formulation (1), the regularization in PnP
depends on both the denoiser parameter σ > 0 and the penalty
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parameter γ > 0, with both influencing the solution. Hence, the
best performance is obtained by jointly tuning both parameters
for a given experimental setting. In the special case of Dσ =
proxγh with γ = σ2, we have

fix(Dσ) = {x ∈ Rn : 0 ∈ ∂h(x)} and
zer(T) := {x ∈ Rn : 0 ∈ ∂g(x) + ∂h(x)},

which corresponds to the optimization formulation (1) whose
solutions are independent of γ.

B. Convergence Analysis

Our analysis requires three assumptions that jointly serve as
sufficient conditions.

Assumption 1. Each gi is proper, closed, convex, and Lipschitz
continuous with constant Li > 0. We define the largest Lipschitz
constant as L = max{L1, . . . , Lb}.

This assumption is commonly adopted in nonsmooth op-
timization and is equivalent to existence of a global upper
bound on subgradients [32], [61], [63]. It is satisfied by a large
number of functions, such as the `1-norm. The `2-norm also
satisfies Assumption 1 when it is evaluated over a bounded
subset of Rn. We next state our assumption on Dσ .

Assumption 2. The residual Rσ := I − Dσ of the denoiser
Dσ is firmly nonexpansive.

We review firm nonexpansiveness and other related concepts
in the Appendix C. Firmly nonexpansive operators are a
subset of nonexpansive operators (those that are Lipschitz
continuous with constant one). A simple strategy to obtain
a firmly nonexpansive operator is to create a (1/2)-averaged
operator from a nonexpansive operator [3]. The residual Rσ is
firmly nonexpansive if and only if Dσ is firmly nonexpansive,
which implies that the proximal operator automatically satisfies
Assumption 2 [3].

The rationale for stating Assumption 2 for Rσ is based on
our interest in residual deep neural nets. The success of residual
learning in the context of image restoration is well known [29].
Prior work has also shown that Lipschitz constrained residual
networks yield excellent performance without sacrificing stable
convergence [23], [46]. Additionally, there has recently been
an explosion of techniques for training Lipschitz constrained
and firmly nonexpansive deep neural nets [23], [64]–[66].

Assumption 3. The operator T in (9) is such that zer(T) 6= ∅.
There also exists R <∞ such that

‖xk − x∗‖2 ≤ R for all x∗ ∈ zer(T).

The first part of the assumptions simply ensures the existence
of a solution. The existence of the bound R often holds in
practice, as many denoisers have bounded range spaces. In
particular, this is true for a number of image denoisers whose
outputs live within the bounded subset [0, 255]n ⊂ Rn.

We will state our convergence results in terms of the operator
S : Rn → Rn defined as

S := Dσ − G(2Dσ − I). (10)

Both IPA and traditional PnP-ADMM can be interpreted as
algorithms for computing an element in zer(S), which is
equivalent to finding an element of zer(T) (see details in
Appendix C).

We are now ready to state our main result on IPA.

Theorem 1. Run IPA for t ≥ 1 iterations with random
i.i.d. block selection under Assumptions 1-3 using a fixed
penalty parameter γ > 0. Then, the sequence vk = zk − sk−1

satisfies

E

[
1

t

t∑

k=1

‖S(vk)‖22

]
≤ (R+ 2γL)2

t
+ max{γ, γ2}C, (11)

where C := 4LR+ 12L2 is a positive constant.

In order to contextualize this result, we also review the
convergence of the traditional PnP-ADMM.

Theorem 2. Run PnP-ADMM for t ≥ 1 iterations under
Assumptions 1-3 using a fixed penalty parameter γ > 0. Then,
the sequence vk = zk − sk−1 satisfies

1

t

t∑

k=1

‖S(vk)‖22 ≤
(R+ 2γL)2

t
. (12)

Both proofs are provided in the Appendix A. The proof
of Theorem 2 is a modification of the analysis in [23],
obtained by relaxing the strong convexity assumption in [23]
by Assumption 1 and replacing the assumption that Rσ is a
contraction in [23] by Assumption 2. Theorem 2 establishes
that the iterates of PnP-ADMM satisfy ‖S(vt)‖ → 0 as t→∞.
Since S is firmly nonexpansive and Dσ is nonexpansive, the
Krasnosel’skii-Mann theorem (see Section 5.2 in [67]) directly
implies that vt → zer(S) and xt = Dσ(v

t)→ zer(T).
Theorem 1 establishes that IPA approximates the solution

obtained by the full PnP-ADMM up to an error term that
depends on the penalty parameter γ. One can precisely control
the accuracy of IPA by setting γ to a desired level. In practice,
γ can be treated as a hyperparameter and tuned to maximize
performance for a suitable image quality metric, such as SNR
or SSIM. Our numerical results in Section V corroborate
that excellent SNR performance of IPA can be achieved
without taking ‖S(vt)‖2 to zero, which simplifies practical
applicability of IPA. (Note that the convergence analysis for
IPA in Theorem 1 can be easily extended to minibatch IPA
with a straightforward extension of Lemma 1 in Appendix A.2
to several indices, and by following the steps of the main proof
in Appendix A.1.)

Finally, note that our analysis can be also performed under
assumptions adopted in [23], namely that gi are strongly convex
and Rσ is a contraction. Such an analysis leads to the statement

E
[
‖xt − x∗‖2

]
≤ ηt(2R+ 4γL) + (4γL)/(1− η), (13)

where 0 < η < 1. Equation (13) establishes a linear
convergence to zer(T) up to an error term. A proof of (13) is
provided in the Appendix B. As corroborated by our simulations
in Section V, the actual convergence of IPA holds even more
broadly than suggested by both sets of sufficient conditions.
This motivates further analysis of IPA under more relaxed
assumptions that we leave to future work.
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<latexit sha1_base64="7hYJE4oFGbeOq/g5X86knZsReNY=">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</latexit>

6.79⇥ 10�6

<latexit sha1_base64="tXCVHbVDvpt04VzbRO855Osqw2g=">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</latexit>

1.07⇥ 10�5

<latexit sha1_base64="sWo6JWmP15/7nwsPSBITRY4YsgA=">AAAMP3icjZbNbtw2EMeV9Cvx9sNJ0VMvhA0DKeBstHYap4cCsdeJbcAwto6dBOkmBqWlJMISKZOUd9eCXqXX9jX6GH2C3opee+tQEinJ3hQVYIv8zQw//jPU0ktjKpXr/nHr9kcff/LpZ3fuLvU+/+LLr5bv3X8leSZ8curzmIs3HpYkpoycKqpi8iYVBCdeTF5750Ntf31JhKScnah5St4lOGQ0oD5WgM6W7w/67tZY0YRINHDf5w+/L86WV92++9TddAfI7T/ZdDfcLd14svl0w0XgXz6rTv2Mzu71vhlPuJ8lhCk/xlL+PHBT9S7HQlE/JsXSOJMkxf45DknucX6usCcLVD1rKBU8IFKvEMcPLzIcUzVH4BIT2YnEiQw4U61ILwaTx7GYoASrCMl54vH4RpTGJgiiLrFgXEWUhR1HRn0SCOw3w/s8AaMyw6KACzR4tLGOiPL7ndiE+oJreQsTawgPBU6jeVeCpLgLzxqiCjbrIxh80nHwqSJF6REKnqUI+mW6ujsrR6b+rNCOAQ0zcU0wrYnisPLKA1a/oguGkYuLla5GccgFVREsugBP25WLvYrrAmtWLldFhAtyLY6wLIENJeUqFEcRviQoJkoRgbSNiAWbS7JYUcGnTTYgMiRMO5NF1QEoi7EANf6XexTpE3NtJ2I+kVHMyoVOOCxwgrSXRJQhXI3SCZiV569YWlpbW0MjwXkAkxgN1DwmeRpjygpd5LqBfqxTvo4mJKCM6n0DFDzBbGnMyLQOzuFMpFyW9iIftTodr2aQIt9t2h2f+l3kJ3WjY41JkuAiPyxfHYvPBY9B0HmRD22z4wEHPUvSavbtpt0dBbYNcw/LV6UTT3VSuACpYP36j+Xj9bGpzPF6URmwCBMKJl3FPK3eMoAkheN1MBRFyw/PPuCHZ9YvpskNJ2Bgh/RAg6rKb9Gk1XyodlgwWzVR7SCz9IYDMLsSyoIbdmDWDsmfWYPu2C3wsFk6Dw2+IsJiaBsc0GYUaBs8kYHFYyhEw3fZ8OgIS5XnY0VmKi/7xfsxoKJOnQ+nVGH4BFcRh1qJ/PCsGU5RNkeVFnVI5xNXpstLYAb4h+1+PYM8i3yDfIuIQcSiyKDIImmQtGhmUFMLoUGhRXOD5hZdGXRlkTBIWHRh0IVFzKCmSjODMosODTq06NKgS4umBk0t4gkJrYxVz9rg4KnGVvaKVp1wTeHPNWzb+G5bt12Ddi06MOhgUWLRFH4VENQJEXRmNa9KqZTdFJER2prmXdNVy3TVLb0b00VY2amgDUFTOiG6ZVJdR0rM6no9gRK1tXpiN/eyjV82MrRxI8WLNn5h8X4b71t81MZHFu+18V4jcxsfWDxq45HFx218bPFpG5/+xwIreVp3qFLcB5IoiXiA4JfZg4vjd1X4sIr1vHxo57fo2KDnFj23Clh0ZNBbi97aLwtkt77P1PMBqderW8NG0a6hpWnX0Ki60zXs2MpoPkq7nhHHa+d6v42bpO61cTPPdhvr4wQXaXNbRh9uvNroDx73f/jp8eqznfpKfcf51llxHjgDZ8t55uw7I+fU8Z2Z84vzq/Nb7/fen72/en9Xrrdv1TFfO52n98+/jrB+/A==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="fG7f68/bEJtSWZ3sTQOJm0CrWs4=">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</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="ZpJ66p+crHERsGalT1IoBgwe3zA=">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</latexit>

�0/2

<latexit sha1_base64="dK8wveYY+KT4ai3Q7CSwJJePFlw=">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</latexit>

�0/4

<latexit sha1_base64="+IVzSuF6q9ScCdSinBbg9hy11zg=">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</latexit>

Fig. 1. Illustration of the influence of the penalty parameter γ > 0 on the convergence of IPA for a DnCNN prior. The average normalized distance to zer(S)
and SNR (dB) are plotted against the iteration number with the shaded areas representing the range of values attained over 12 test images. The accuracy of
IPA improves for smaller values of γ. However, the SNR performance is nearly identical, indicating that in practice IPA can achieve excellent results for a
range of fixed γ values.

V. NUMERICAL VALIDATION

Recent work has shown the excellent performance of PnP
algorithms for smooth data-fidelity terms using advanced
denoising priors. Our goal in this section is to extend these
studies with simulations validating the effectiveness of IPA for
nonsmooth data-fidelity terms and deep neural net priors, as
well as demonstrating its scalability to large-scale inverse prob-
lems. We consider two applications of the form y = Ax+ e,
where e ∈ Rm denotes the noise and A ∈ Rm×n denotes
either a random Gaussian matrix in compressive sensing (CS)
or the transfer function in intensity diffraction tomography [68].

Our deep neural net prior is based on the DnCNN archi-
tecture [29], with its batch normalization layers removed for
controlling the Lipschitz constant of the network via spectral
normalization [69]. We train a nonexpansive residual network
Rσ by predicting the noise residual from its noisy input.
This means that Rσ satisfies the necessary condition for firm
nonexpansiveness of Dσ. The training data is generated by
adding AWGN to the images from the BSD400 dataset [70].
The reconstruction quality is quantified using the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) in dB. We pre-train several deep neural net
models as denoisers for σ ∈ [1, 10], using σ intervals of 0.5,
and use the denoiser achieving the best SNR.

A. Integration of Nonsmooth Data-Fidelity Terms and Pre-
trained Deep Priors

We first validate the effectiveness of Theorem 1 for non-
smooth data-fidelity terms. The matrix A is generated with
i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian random elements of variance 1/m,
and e as a sparse Bernoulli-Gaussian vector with the sparsity
ratio of 0.1. This means that, in expectation, ten percent of the
elements of y are contaminated by AWGN. The sparse nature
of noise motivates the usage of the `1-norm g(x) = ‖y−Ax‖1,
since it can effectively mitigate outliers. The nonsmoothness
of `1-norm prevents the usage of gradient-based algorithms
such as PnP-SGD. On the other hand, the application IPA is
facilitated by efficient strategies for computing the proximal
operator [26], [71].

We set the measurement ratio to be approximately m/n =
0.7 with AWGN of standard deviation 5. Twelve standard
images from Set 12 are used in testing, each resized to
64 × 64 pixels for rapid parameter tuning and testing. We
quantify the convergence accuracy using the normalized
distance ‖S(vk)‖22/‖vk‖22, which is expected to approach zero
as IPA converges to a fixed point.

Theorem 1 characterizes the convergence of IPA in terms
of ‖S(vk)‖2 up to a constant error term that depends on γ.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for three values of the penalty
parameter γ ∈ {γ0, γ0/2, γ0/4} with γ0 = 0.02. The average
normalized distance ‖S(vk)‖22/‖vk‖22 and SNR are plotted
against the iteration number and labeled with their respective
final values. The shaded areas represent the range of values
attained across all test images. IPA is implemented to use a
random half of the elements in y in every iteration to impose
the data-consistency. Fig. 1 shows the improved convergence
of IPA to zer(S) for smaller values of γ, which is consistent
with our theoretical analysis. Specifically, the final accuracy
improves approximately 3× (from 1.07×10−5 to 3.59×10−6)
when γ is reduced from γ0 to γ0/4. On the other hand, the SNR
values are nearly identical for all three experiments, indicating
that in practice different γ values lead to fixed points of similar
quality. This indicates that IPA can achieve high-quality result
without taking ‖S(vk)‖2 to zero.

B. Scalability in Large-scale Optical Tomography

We now discuss the scalability of IPA on intensity diffraction
tomography, which is a data intensive computational imaging
modality [68]. The goal is to recover the spatial distribution of
the complex permittivity contrast of an object given a set of its
intensity-only measurements. In this problem, A consists of a
set of b complex matrices [A1, . . . ,Ab]

T, where each Ai is a
convolution corresponding to the ith measurement yi. We adopt
the `2-norm loss g(x) = ‖y −Ax‖22 as the data-fidelity term
to empirically compare the performance of IPA and PnP-SGD
on the same problem.

In the simulation, we follow the experimental setup in [68]
under AWGN corresponding to an input SNR of 20 dB. We
select six images from the CAT2000 dataset [72] as our test
examples, each cropped to n pixels. We assume real permittivity
functions, but still consider complex valued measurement
operator A that accounts for both absorption and phase [68].
Due to the large size of data, we process the measurements in
epochs using minibatches of size 60.

Fig. 2 illustrates the evolution of average SNR against
runtime for several PnP algorithms, namely PnP-ADMM,
PnP-FISTA, PnP-SGD, and IPA, for images of size n ∈
{512 × 512, 1024 × 1024} and the total number of intensity
measurements b ∈ {300, 600}. The final values of SNR as
well as the total runtimes are summarized in Table I. The
table highlights the overall best SNR performance in bold and
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Fig. 2. Illustration of scalability of IPA and several widely used PnP algorithms on problems of different sizes. The parameters n and b denote the image
size and the number of acquired intensity images, respectively. The average SNR is plotted against time in seconds. Both IPA and PnP-SGD use random
minibatches of 60 measurements at every iteration, while PnP-ADMM and PnP-FISTA use all the measurements. The figure highlights the fast empirical
convergence of IPA compared to PnP-SGD as well as its ability to address larger problems compared to PnP-ADMM and PnP-FISTA.

TABLE I
FINAL AVERAGE SNR (DB) AND RUNTIME OBTAINED BY SEVERAL PNP ALGORITHMS ON ALL TEST IMAGES.

Simulations Parameters n = 5122 n = 5122 n = 10242

(b = 300) (b = 600) (b = 600)

Algorithms σ γ SNR in dB (Runtime)

PnP-FISTA 1 5×10−4 22.60 (19.4 min) 22.79 (42.6 min) 23.56 (8.1 hr)

PnP-SGD (60) 1 5×10−4 22.31 (7.1 min) 22.74 (5.2 min) 23.42 (44.3 min)

PnP-ADMM 2.5 1 24.23 (7.4 min) 24.40 (14.7 min) 25.50 (1.4 hr)

IPA (60) 2.5 1 23.65 (1.7 min) 23.88 (2 min) 24.95 (11 min)

TABLE II
PER-ITERATION MEMORY USAGE SPECIFICATION FOR RECONSTRUCTING 1024×1024 IMAGES

Algorithms PnP-ADMM IPA (Ours)

Variables size memory size memory

{Ai} real 1024× 1024× 600 9.38 GB 1024× 1024× 60 0.94 GB

imaginary 1024× 1024× 600 9.38 GB 1024× 1024× 60 0.94 GB

{yi} 1024× 1024× 600 18.75 GB 1024× 1024× 60 1.88 GB

others combined — 0.13 GB — 0.13 GB

Total 37.63 GB 3.88 GB

the shortest runtime in light-green. In every iteration, PnP-
ADMM and PnP-FISTA use all the measurements, while IPA
and PnP-SGD use only a small subset of 60 measurements.
IPA thus retains its effectiveness for large values of b, while
batch algorithms become significantly slower. Moreover, the
scalability of IPA over PnP-ADMM becomes more notable
when the image size increases. For example, Table I highlights
the convergence of IPA to 24.95 dB within 11 minutes, while
PnP-ADMM takes 1.4 hours to reach a similar SNR value. Note
the rapid progress of PnP-ADMM in the first few iterations,
followed by a slow but steady progress until its convergence
to the values reported in Table I. This behavior of ADMM
is well known and has been widely reported in the literature
(see Section 3.2.2 “Convergence in Practice” in [11]). We also
observe faster convergence of IPA compared to both PnP-SGD
and PnP-FISTA, further highlighting the potential of IPA to

address large-scale problems where partial proximal operators
are easy to evaluate.

Another key feature of IPA is its memory efficiency due to
incremental processing of data. The memory considerations
in optical tomography include the size of all the variables
related to the desired image x, the measured data {yi}, and
the variables related to the forward model {Ai}. Table II
records the total memory (GB) used by IPA and PnP-ADMM
for reconstructing a 1024 × 1024 pixel permittivity image,
with the smallest value highlighted in light-green. PnP-ADMM
requires 37.63 GB of memory due to its batch processing of the
whole dataset, while IPA uses only 3.88 GB—nearly one-tenth
of the former—by adopting incremental processing of data. In
short, our numerical evaluations highlight both fast and stable
convergence and flexible memory usage of IPA in the context
of large-scale optical tomographic imaging.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This work provides several new insights into the widely
used PnP methodology in the context of large-scale imaging
problems. First, we have proposed IPA as a new incremental
PnP algorithm. IPA extends PnP-ADMM to randomized
partial processing of measurements and extends traditional
optimization-based ADMM by integrating pre-trained deep
neural nets. Second, we have theoretically analyzed IPA
under a set of realistic assumptions, showing that IPA can
approximate PnP-ADMM to a desired precision by controlling
the penalty parameter. Third, our simulations highlight the
effectiveness of IPA for nonsmooth data-fidelity terms and
deep neural net priors, as well as its scalability to large-scale
imaging. We observed faster convergence of IPA compared
to several baseline PnP methods, including PnP-ADMM and
PnP-SGD, when partial proximal operators can be efficiently
evaluated. IPA can thus be an effective alternative to existing
algorithms for addressing large-scale imaging problems. For
future work, we would like to explore strategies to further
relax our assumptions and explore distributed variants of IPA
to enhance its performance in parallel settings.

APPENDIX

We adopt monotone operator theory [62], [67] for a unified
analysis of IPA. In Appendix A, we present the convergence
analysis of IPA. In Appendix B, we analyze the convergence
of the algorithm for strongly convex data-fidelity terms and
contractive denoisers. In Appendix C, we discuss interpretation
of IPA’s fixed-points from the perspective of monotone operator
theory. For completeness, in Appendix D, we discuss the con-
vergence results for traditional PnP-ADMM [23]. Additionally,
in Supplement E, we provide the background material used in
our analysis. In Supplement F, we provide additional technical
details, omitted from the main paper due to space, such as
the details on our deep neural net architecture and results of
additional simulations.

For the sake of simplicity, we uses ‖·‖ to denote the standard
`2-norm in Rn. We will also use D(·) instead of Dσ(·) to denote
the denoiser, thus dropping the explicit notation for σ.

A. Convergence Analysis of IPA

In this section, we present one of the main results in
this paper, namely the convergence analysis of IPA. A fixed-
point convergence of averaged operators is well-known under
the name of Krasnosel’skii-Mann theorem (see Section 5.2
in [67]) and was recently applied to the analysis of PnP-
SGD [20]. Additionally, PnP-ADMM was analyzed for strongly
convex data-fidelity terms g and contractive residual denoisers
Rσ [23]. Our analysis here extends these results to IPA by
providing an explicit upper bound on the convergence of IPA.
In Appendix A.1, we present the main steps of the proof, while
in Appendix A.2 we prove two technical lemmas useful for
our analysis.

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Appendix C.3 establishes that S defined in (10) is firmly

nonexpansive. Consider any v∗ ∈ zer(S) and any v ∈ Rn, then
we have

‖v − v∗ − Sv‖2 (14)

= ‖v − v∗‖ − 2(Sv − Sv∗)T(v − v∗) + ‖Sv‖2
≤ ‖v − v∗‖2 − ‖Sv‖2,

where we used the firm nonexpansiveness of S and Sx∗ = 0.
The direct consequence of (14) is that

‖v − v∗ − Sv‖ ≤ ‖v − v∗‖.
We now consider the following two equivalent representa-

tions of IPA for some iteration k ≥ 1



zk = Gik(x
k−1 + sk−1)

xk = D(zk − sk−1)

sk = sk−1 + xk − zk,

(15a)

⇔





xk−1 = D(vk−1)

zk = Gik(2x
k−1 − vk−1)

vk = vk−1 + zk − xk−1
(15b)

where ik is a random variable uniformly distributed over
{1, . . . , b}, Gi = proxγgi is the proximal operator with
respect to gi, and D is the denoiser. To see the equiva-
lence between (15a) and (15b), simply introduce the variable
vk = zk − sk−1 into (15b) [23]. It is straightforward to verify
that (15a) can also be rewritten as

vk = vk−1−Sik(v
k−1) with Sik := D−Gik(2D−I). (16)

Then, for any v∗ ∈ zer(S), we have that

‖vk − v∗‖2

= ‖vk−1 − v∗ − Svk−1‖2 + ‖Svk−1 − Sikv
k−1‖2

+ 2(Svk−1 − Sikv
k−1)T(vk−1 − v∗ − Svk−1)

≤ ‖vk−1 − v∗‖2 − ‖Svk−1‖2 + ‖Svk−1 − Sikv
k−1‖2

+ 2‖Svk−1 − Sikv
k−1‖‖vk−1 − v∗‖

≤ ‖vk−1 − v∗‖2 − ‖Svk−1‖2 + ‖Svk−1 − Sikv
k−1‖2

+ 2(R+ 2γL)‖Svk−1 − Sikv
k−1‖

where in the first inequality we used Cauchy-Schwarz and (14),
and in the second inequality we used Lemma 2 in Appendix A.2.
By taking the conditional expectation on both sides, invoking
Lemma 1 in Appendix A.2, and rearranging the terms, we get

‖Svk−1‖2 ≤ ‖vk−1 − v∗‖2 − E
[
‖vk − v∗‖2 | vk−1

]

+ 4γLR+ 12γ2L2.

Hence, by averaging over t ≥ 1 iterations and taking the total
expectation, we obtain

E

[
1

t

t∑

k=1

‖Svk−1‖2
]
≤ (R+ 2γL)2

t
+ 4γLR+ 12γ2L2.

The final result is obtained by noting that

4γLR+ 12γ2L2 ≤ max{γ, γ2}(4LR+ 12L2).
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A.2 Lemmas Useful for the Proof of Theorem 1

This section presents two technical lemmas used in our
analysis in Appendix A.1.

Lemma 1. Assume that Assumptions 1-3 hold and let ik be a
uniform random variable over {1, . . . , b}. Then, we have that

E
[
‖Sikv − Sv‖2

]
≤ 4γ2L2, v ∈ Rn.

Proof. Let zi = Gi(x) and z = G(x) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ b and
x ∈ Rn. From the optimality conditions for each proximal
operator

Gix = proxγgi(x) = x− γgi(zi), gi(zi) ∈ ∂gi(zi)
and

Gx = proxγg(x) = x− γg(z)
such that

g(z) =
1

b

b∑

i=1

gi(z) ∈ ∂g(z),

where we used Proposition 7 in Supplement E.2. By using
the bound on all the subgradients (due to Assumption 1 and
Proposition 8 in Supplement E.2), we obtain

‖Gi(x)− G(x)‖ = ‖proxγgi(x)− proxγg(x)‖
= γ‖gi(zi)− g(z)‖ ≤ 2γL,

where L > 0 is the Lipschitz constant of all gis and g. This
inequality directly implies that

‖Sv − Siv‖ = ‖G(2Dv − v)− Gi(2Dv − v)‖ ≤ 2γL.

Since, this inequality holds for every i, it also holds in
expectation.

Lemma 2. Assume that Assumptions 1-3 hold and let the
sequence {vk} be generated via the iteration (16). Then, for
any k ≥ 1, we have that

‖vk − v∗‖ ≤ (R+ 2γL) for all v∗ ∈ zer(S).

Proof. The optimality of the proximal operator in (16) implies
that there exists gik(z

k) ∈ ∂gik(zk) such that

zk = Gik(2x
k−1 − vk−1)

⇔ 2xk−1 − vk−1 − zk = γgik(z
k).

By applying vk = vk−1− Sik(v
k−1) = vk−1 + zk −xk−1 to

the equality above, we obtain

xk−1 − vk = γgik(z
k) ⇔ vk = xk−1 − γgik(zk).

Additionally, for any v∗ ∈ zer(S) and x∗ = D(v∗), we have
that

S(v∗) = D(v∗)− G(2D(v∗)− v∗) = x∗ − G(2x∗ − v∗) = 0

⇒ x∗ − v∗ = γg(x∗) for some g(x∗) ∈ ∂g(x∗).
Thus, by using Assumption 3 and the bounds on all the
subgradients (due to Assumption 1 and Proposition 8 in
Supplement E.2), we obtain

‖vk − v∗‖ = ‖xk−1 − γgik(zk)− x∗ − γg(x∗)‖
≤ ‖xt−1 − x∗‖+ 2γL ≤ (R+ 2γL).

B. Analysis of IPA for Strongly Convex Functions

In this section, we perform analysis of IPA under a different
set of assumptions, namely under the assumptions adopted
in [23].

Assumption 4. Each gi is proper, closed, strongly convex
with constant Mi > 0, and Lipschitz continuous with constant
Li > 0. We define the smallest strong convexity constant as
M = min{M1, . . . ,Mb} and the largest Lipschitz constant as
L = max{L1, . . . , Lb}.

This assumption further restricts Assumption 1 in the main
paper to strongly convex functions.

Assumption 5. The residual Rσ := I − Dσ of the denoiser
Dσ is a contraction. It thus satisfies

‖Rx− Ry‖ ≤ ε‖x− y‖,
for all x,y ∈ Rn for some constant 0 < ε < 1.

This assumption replaces Assumption 2 in the main paper
by assuming that the residual of the denoiser is a contraction.
Note that this can be practically imposed on deep neural net
denoisers via spectral normalization [65]. We can then state
the following.

Theorem 3. Run IPA for t ≥ 1 iterations with random
i.i.d. block selection under Assumptions 3-5 using a fixed
penalty parameter γ > 0. Then, the iterates of IPA satisfy

E
[
‖xk − x∗‖

]
≤ ηk(2R+ 4γL) +

4γL

1− η , 0 < η < 1.

Proof. It was shown in Theorem 2 of [23] that under Asump-
tions 4 and 5, we have that

‖(I− S)x− (I− S)y‖ ≤ η‖x− y‖ (17)

with

η :=

(
1 + ε+ εγM + 2ε2γM

1 + γM + 2εγM

)
,

for all x,y ∈ Rn, where S is given in (10). Hence, when
ε

γM(1 + ε− 2ε2)
< 1,

the operator (I− S) is a contraction. Using the reasoning in
Appendix A, the sequence vk = zk − sk−1 can be written as

vk = vk−1−Sik(v
k−1) with Sik := D−Gik(2D−I). (18)

Then, for any v∗ ∈ zer(S), we have that

‖vk − v∗‖2

= ‖(I− S)vk−1 − (I− S)v∗‖2

+ 2((I− S)vk−1 − (I− S)v∗)T((I− Sik)v
k−1−

(I− S)vk−1) + ‖(I− Sik)v
k−1 − (I− S)vk−1‖2

≤ η2‖vk−1 − v∗‖2 + 2η‖vk−1 − v∗‖‖Sikvk−1 − Svk−1‖
+ ‖Sikvk−1 − Svk−1‖2,

where we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that
(I−S) is η-contractive. By taking the conditional expectation on
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both sides, invoking Lemma 1 in Appendix A.2, and completing
the square, we get

E
[
‖vk − v∗‖2|vk−1

]
≤
(
η‖vk−1 − v∗‖+ 2γL

)2
.

Then, by applying the Jensen inequality and taking the total
expectation, we get

E
[
‖vk − v∗‖

]
≤ ηE

[
‖vk−1 − v∗‖

]
+ 2γL.

By iterating this result and invoking Lemma 2 from Ap-
pendix A.2, we obtain

E
[
‖vk − v∗‖

]
≤ ηk(R+ 2γL) + (2γL)/(1− η).

Finally by using the nonexpansiveness of (1/(1 + ε))D (see
Lemma 9 in [23]) and the fact that x∗ = D(v∗), we obtain

E
[
‖xk − x∗‖

]
≤ (1 + ε)

[
ηk(R+ 2γL) +

2γL

1− η

]

≤ ηk(2R+ 4γL) +
4γL

1− η .

This concludes the proof.

C. Fixed Point Interpretation

Fixed points of PnP algorithms have been extensively
discussed in the recent literature [18], [19], [23]. Our goal in
this section is to revisit this topic in a way that leads to a more
intuitive equilibrium interpretation of PnP. Our formulation has
been inspired from the classical interpretation of ADMM as
an algorithm for computing a zero of a sum of two monotone
operators [8].

C.1 Equilibrium Points of PnP Algorithms

It is known that a fixed point (x∗, z∗, s∗) of PnP-ADMM
(and of all PnP algorithms [18]) satisfies

x∗ = G(x∗ + s∗) (19a)
x∗ = D(x∗ − s∗), (19b)

with x∗ = z∗, where G = proxγg . Consider the inverse of D at
x ∈ Rn, which is a set-valued operator D−1(x) := {z ∈ Rn :
x = Dσ(z)}. Note that the inverse operator exists even when
D is not a bijection (see Section 2 of [62]). Then, from the
definition of D−1 and optimality conditions of the proximal
operator, we can equivalently rewrite (19) as follows

s∗ ∈ γ∂g(x∗) and − s∗ ∈ D−1(x∗)− x∗.

This directly leads to the following equivalent representation
of PnP fixed points

0 ∈ T(x∗) := γ∂g(x∗) + (D−1(x∗)− x∗). (20)

Hence, a vector x∗ computed by PnP can be interpreted as
an equilibrium point between two terms with γ > 0 explicitly
influencing the balance.

C.2 Equivalence of Zeros of T and S

Define v∗ := z∗ − s∗ for a given fixed point (x∗, z∗, s∗)
of PnP-ADMM and consider the operator

S = D− G(2D− I) with G = proxγg,

which was defined in (10) of the main paper. Note that
from (19), we also have x∗ = D(v∗) and v∗ = x∗ − s∗

(due to z∗ = x∗). We then have the following equivalence

0 ∈ T(x∗) = γ∂g(x∗) + (D−1(x∗)− x∗)

⇔
{
x∗ = G(x∗ + s∗)

x∗ = D(x∗ − s∗)

⇔
{
x∗ = G(2x∗ − v∗)

x∗ = D(v∗)

⇔ S(v∗) = D(v∗)− G(2D(v∗)− v∗) = 0,

where we used the optimality conditions of the proximal
operator G. Hence, the condition that v∗ = z∗ − s∗ ∈ zer(S)
is equivalent to x∗ = D(v∗) ∈ zer(T).

C.3 Firm Nonexpansiveness of S

We finally would like to show that under Assumptions 1-
3, the operator S is firmly nonexpansive. Assumption 2 and
Proposition 6 in Supplement E.2 imply that D and G are
firmly nonexpansive. Then, Proposition 4 in Supplement E.1
implies that (2D− I) and (2G− I) are nonexpansive. Thus, the
composition (2G− I)(2D− I) is also nonexpansive and

(I− S) =
1

2
I +

1

2
(2G− I)(2D− I) (21)

is (1/2)-averaged. Then, Proposition 4 in Supplement E.1
implies that S is firmly nonexpansive.

D. Convergence Analysis of PnP-ADMM

The following analysis has been adopted from [23]. For
completeness, we summarize the key results useful for our
own analysis by restating them under the assumptions in the
main paper.

D.1 Equivalence between PnP-ADMM and PnP-DRS

An elegant analysis of PnP-ADMM emerges from its interpre-
tation as the Douglas–Rachford splitting (DRS) algorithm [23].
This equivalence is well-known and has been extensively
studied in the context of convex optimization [8]. Here, we
restate the relationship for completeness.

Consider the following DRS (top) and ADMM (bottom)
sqeuences





xk−1 = D(vk−1)

zk = G(2xk−1 − vk−1)

vk = vk−1 + zk − xk−1

⇔





zk = G(xk−1 + sk−1)

xk = D(zk − sk−1)

sk = sk−1 + xk − zk,
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where G := proxγg is the proximal operator and D is
the denoiser. To see the equivalence between them, simply
introduce the variable change vk = zk−sk−1 into DRS. Note
also the DRS sequence can be equivalently written as

vk = vk−1 − S(vk−1) with S := D− G(2D− I).

To see this simply rearrange the terms in DRS as follows

vk = vk−1 + G(2xk−1 − vk−1)− xk−1

= vk−1 −
[
D(vk−1)− G(2D(vk−1)− vk−1)

]
.

D.2 Convergence Analysis of PnP-DRS and PnP-ADMM

It was established in Appendix C.3 that S defined in (10)
of the main paper is firmly nonexpansive.

Consider a single iteration of DRS v+ = v − Sv. Then, for
any v∗ ∈ zer(S), we have

‖v+ − v∗‖2 = ‖v − v∗‖2 − 2(Sv − Sv∗)T(v − v∗) + ‖Sv‖2
≤ ‖v − v∗‖2 − ‖Sv‖2,

where we used Sv∗ = 0 and firm nonexpansiveness of S. By
rearranging the terms, we obtain the following upper bound at
iteration k ≥ 1

‖Svk−1‖2 ≤ ‖vk−1 − v∗‖2 − ‖vk − v∗‖2. (22)

By averaging the inequality (22) over t ≥ 1 iterations, we
obtain

1

t

t∑

k=1

‖Svk−1‖2 ≤ ‖v
0 − v∗‖2
t

≤ (R+ 2γL)2

t

where used the bound on ‖v0 − v∗‖ ≤ (R + 2γL) that can
be easily obtained by following the steps in Lemma 2 in
Appendix A.2.

This result directly implies that ‖Svt‖ → 0 as t → 0.
Additionally, Krasnosel’skii-Mann theorem (see Section 5.2
in [67]) implies that vt → zer(S). Then, from continuity of D,
we have that xt = D(vt)→ zer(T) (see also Appendix C.2).
This completes the proof.
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Supplementary Material for Scalable Plug-and-Play ADMM
with Convergence Guarantees

E. Background material

This section summarizes well-known results from the op-
timization literature that can be found in different forms in
standard textbooks [67], [73]–[75].

E.1 Properties of Monotone Operators

Definition 1. An operator T is Lipschitz continuous with
constant λ > 0 if

‖Tx− Ty‖ ≤ λ‖x− y‖, x,y ∈ Rn.

When λ = 1, we say that T is nonexpansive. When λ < 1, we
say that T is a contraction.

Definition 2. T is monotone if

(Tx− Ty)T(x− y) ≥ 0, x,y ∈ Rn.

We say that it is strongly monotone or coercive with parameter
µ > 0 if

(Tx− Ty)T(x− y) ≥ µ‖x− y‖2, x,y ∈ Rn.

Definition 3. T is cocoercive with constant β > 0 if

(Tx− Ty)T(x− y) ≥ β‖Tx− Ty‖2, x,y ∈ Rn.

When β = 1, we say that T is firmly nonexpansive.

The following results are derived from the definition above.

Proposition 1. Consider R = I− T where T : Rn → Rn.

T is nonexpansive ⇔ R is (1/2)-cocoercive.

Proof. First suppose that R is 1/2 cocoercive. Let h := x−y
for any x,y ∈ Rn. We then have

1

2
‖Rx− Ry‖2 ≤ (Rx− Ry)Th = ‖h‖2 − (Tx− Ty)Th.

We also have that

1

2
‖Rx− Ry‖2 =

1

2
‖h‖2 − (Tx− Ty)Th+

1

2
‖Tx− Ty‖2.

By combining these two and simplifying the expression

‖Tx− Ty‖ ≤ ‖h‖.

The converse can be proved by following this logic in reverse.

Proposition 2. Consider R = I− T where T : Rn → Rn.

T is Lipschitz continuous with constant λ < 1

⇒ R is (1− λ)-strongly monotone.

Proof. By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have for
all x,y ∈ Rn

(Rx− Ry)T(x− y)

= ‖x− y‖2 − (Tx− Ty)T(x− y)

≥ ‖x− y‖2 − ‖Tx− Ty‖‖x− y‖
≥ ‖x− y‖2 − λ‖x− y‖2 ≥ (1− λ)‖x− y‖2.

Definition 4. For a constant α ∈ (0, 1), we say that T is
α-averaged, if there exists a nonexpansive operator N such
that T = (1− α)I + αN.

The following characterization is often convenient.

Proposition 3. For a nonexpansive operator T, a constant
α ∈ (0, 1), and the operator R := I− T, the following are
equivalent
(a) T is α-averaged
(b) (1− 1/α)I + (1/α)T is nonexpansive
(c) ‖Tx−Ty‖2 ≤ ‖x−y‖2−

(
1−α
α

)
‖Rx−Ry‖2, x,y ∈ Rn.

Proof. See Proposition 4.35 in [67].

Proposition 4. Consider T : Rn → Rn and β > 0. Then, the
following are equivalent
(a) T is β-cocoercive
(b) βT is firmly nonexpansive
(c) I− βT is firmly nonexpansive.
(d) βT is (1/2)-averaged.
(e) I− 2βT is nonexpansive.

Proof. For any x,y ∈ Rn, let h := x− y. The equivalence
between (a) and (b) is readily observed by defining P := βT
and noting that

(Px− Py)Th = β(Tx− Ty)Th and

‖Px− Py‖2 = β2‖Tx− Ty‖.

Define R := I− P and suppose (b) is true, then

(Rx− Ry)Th

= ‖h‖2 − (Px− Py)Th

= ‖Rx− Ry‖2 + (Px− Py)Th− ‖Px− Py‖2
≥ ‖Rx− Ry‖2.

By repeating the same argument for P = I− R, we establish
the full equivalence between (b) and (c).

The equivalence of (b) and (d) can be seen by noting that

2‖Px− Py‖2 ≤ 2(Px− Py)Th

⇔ ‖Px− Py‖2 ≤ 2(Px− Py)Th− ‖Px− Py‖2

= ‖h‖2 − (‖h‖2 − 2(Px− Py)Th+ ‖Px− Py‖2)
= ‖h‖2 − ‖Rx− Ry‖2.
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To show the equivalence with (e), first suppose that
N := I− 2P is nonexpansive, then P = 1

2 (I + (−N)) is 1/2-
averaged, which means that it is firmly nonexpansive. On
the other hand, if P is firmly nonexpansive, then it is 1/2-
averaged, which means that from Proposition 3(b) we have
that (1 − 2)I + 2P = 2P − I = −N is nonexpansive. This
directly means that N is nonexpansive.

E.2 Convex functions, subdifferentials, and proximal operators

Proposition 5. Let f be a proper, closed, and convex function.
Then for all x,y ∈ Rn, g ∈ ∂f(x), and h ∈ ∂f(y), ∂f is a
monotone operator

(g − h)T(x− y) ≥ 0.

Additionally if f is strongly convex with constant µ > 0, then
∂f is strongly monotone with the same constant.

(g − h)T(x− y) ≥ µ‖x− y‖2.
Proof. Consider a strongly convex function f with a constant
µ ≥ 0. Then, we have that

{
f(y) ≥ f(x) + gT(y − x) + µ

2 ‖y − x‖2
f(x) ≥ f(y) + hT(x− y) + µ

2 ‖x− y‖2

⇒ (g − h)T(x− y) ≥ µ‖x− y‖2.
The proof for a weakly convex f is obtained by considering
µ = 0 in the inequalities above.

It is well-known that the proximal operator is firmly nonex-
pansive.

Proposition 6. Proximal operator proxγf of a proper, closed,
and convex f is firmly nonexpansive.

Proof. Denote with x1 = Gz1 = proxγf (z1) and x2 = Gz2 =
proxγf (z2), then

{
(z1 − x1) ∈ γ∂f(x1)

(z2 − x2) ∈ γ∂f(x2)

⇒ (z1 − x1 − z2 + x2)
T(x1 − x2) ≥ 0

⇒ (Gz1 − Gz2)
T(z1 − z2) ≥ ‖Gz1 − Gz2‖2

The following proposition is sometimes referred to as Moreau-
Rockafellar theorem. It establishes that for functions defined
over all of Rn, we have that ∂f = ∂f1 + · · ·+ ∂fm.

Proposition 7. Consider f = f1 + · · ·+ fm, where
f1, . . . , fm are proper, closed, and convex functions on
Rn. Then

∂f1(x) + · · ·+ ∂fm(x) ⊂ ∂f(x), x ∈ Rn

Moreover, suppose that convex sets ri(dom fi) have a point in
common, then we also have

∂f(x) ⊂ ∂f1(x) + · · ·+ ∂fm(x), x ∈ Rn.

Proof. See Theorem 23.8 in [76].

Residual Learning

L(bx, x)
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Back-propagation

3x3 Conv. ReLU
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the architecture of DnCNN used in all experiments.
Vectors x̂ and x denote the denoised image and ground truth, respectively.
The neural net is trained to remove the AWGN from its noisy input image. We
also constrains the Lipschitz constant of Rσ to be smaller than 1 by using the
spectral normalization technique in [69]. This provides a necessary condition
for the satisfaction of Assumption 2.

Proposition 8. Let f be a convex function, then we have that

f is Lipschitz continuous with constant L > 0

⇔ ‖g(x)‖ ≤ L, g(x) ∈ ∂f(x), x ∈ Rn.

Proof. First assume that ‖g(x)‖ ≤ L for all subgradients.
Then, from the definition of subgradient

{
f(x) ≥ f(y) + g(y)T(x− y)

f(y) ≥ f(x) + g(x)T(y − x)

⇔ g(y)T(x− y) ≤ f(x)− f(y) ≤ g(x)T(x− y).

Then, from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain

−L‖x− y‖ ≤ −‖g(y)‖‖x− y‖
≤ f(x)− f(y) ≤ ‖g(x)‖‖x− y‖ ≤ L‖x− y‖.

Now assume that g is L-Lipschitz continuous. Then, we have
for any x,y ∈ Rn

g(x)T(y − x) ≤ f(y)− f(x) ≤ L‖y − x‖.
Consider v = y − x 6= 0, then we have that

g(x)T
(

v

‖v‖

)
≤ L.

Since, this must be true for any v 6= 0, we directly obtain
‖g(x)‖ ≤ L.

F. Additional Technical Details

In this section, we present several technical details that
were omitted from the main paper due to length restrictions.
Section F.1 discusses the architecture and training of the
DnCNN prior. Section F.2 presents extra details and validations
that compliment the experiments in the main paper with
additional insights for IPA.

F.1 Architecture and Training of the DnCNN Prior

Fig. 3 visualizes the architectural details of the DnCNN prior
used in our experiments. In total, the network contains 7 layers,
of which the first 6 layers consist of a convolutional layer and
a rectified linear unit (ReLU), while the last layer is just a
convolution. A skip connection from the input to the output is
implemented to enforce residual learning. The output images
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TABLE III
PER-ITERATION MEMORY USAGE SPECIFICATION FOR RECONSTRUCTING 512×512 IMAGES

Algorithms IPA (60) PnP-ADMM (300) PnP-ADMM (600)

Variables size memory size memory size memory

{Ai}
real 512× 512× 60 0.23 GB 512× 512× 300 1.17 GB 512× 512× 600 2.34 GB

imaginary 512× 512× 60 0.23 GB 512× 512× 300 1.17 GB 512× 512× 600 2.34 GB

{yi} 512× 512× 60 0.47 GB 512× 512× 300 2.34 GB 512× 512× 600 4.69 GB

others combined — 0.03 GB — 0.03 GB — 0.03 GB

Total 0.97 GB 4.72 GB 9.41 GB
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the convergence of IPA for a DnCNN prior under drastically changed γ values. The average normalized distance to zer(S) and SNR
(dB) are plotted against the iteration number with the shaded areas representing the range of values attained over 12 test images. In practice, the convergence
speed improves with larger values of γ. However, IPA still can achieve same level of SNR results for a wide range of γ values.

TABLE IV
OPTIMIZED SNR (DB) OBTAINED BY IPA UNDER DIFFERENT PRIORS FOR IMAGES FROM Set 12

Algorithms PnP-ADMM IPA (Ours) PnP-ADMM
(Fixed 5) (Random 5 from full 60) (Full 60)

Denoisers DnCNN TV BM3D DnCNN DnCNN

Cameraman 15.95 17.45 17.38 18.16 18.34
House 19.22 21.79 21.97 22.45 22.94
Pepper 17.06 18.68 19.55 20.60 21.11
Starfish 18.20 19.29 20.29 21.64 22.22

Monarch 17.70 19.81 18.66 20.85 21.60
Aircraft 17.15 18.67 18.83 19.28 19.54
Parrot 17.13 18.60 18.27 18.72 19.18
Lenna 15.41 16.48 16.32 16.94 17.13

Barbara 13.63 16.00 17.53 16.58 16.85
Boat 17.98 19.35 20.21 20.95 21.34

Pirate 17.93 19.36 19.45 19.88 20.10
Couple 15.40 17.31 17.53 18.24 18.57

Average 16.90 18.57 18.83 19.52 19.91

of the first 6 layers have 64 feature maps while that of the last
layer is a single-channel image. We set all convolutional kernels
to be 3 × 3 with stride 1, which indicates that intermediate
images have the same spatial size as the input image. We
generated 11101 training examples by adding AWGN to 400
images from the BSD400 dataset [70] and extracting patches of
128×128 pixels with stride 64. We trained DnCNN to optimize
the mean squared error by using the Adam optimizer [77].

We use the spectral normalization technique in [69] to
control the global Lipschitz constant (LC) of DnCNN. In the
training, we constrain the residual network Rσ to have LC
smaller than 1. Since the firmly non-expansiveness implies
non-expansiveness, this provides a necessary condition for Rσ

to satisfy Assumption 2.

F.2 Extra Details and Validations for Optical Tomography

All experiments are run on the machine equipped with an
Intel Core i7 Processor that has 6 cores of 3.2 GHz and 32 GBs
of DDR memory. We trained all neural nets using NVIDIA RTX
2080 GPUs. We define the SNR (dB) used in the experiments
as

SNR(x̂,x) , max
a,b∈R

{
20 log10

( ‖x‖`2
‖x− ax̂+ b‖`2

)}
,

where x̂ represents the estimate and x denotes the ground
truth.
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Fig. 5. Visual examples of the reconstructed House (upper) and Parrot (bottom) images by IPA and PnP-ADMM. The first and last columns correspond to
PnP-ADMM under DnCNN with 5 fixed measurements and with the full 60 measurements, respectively. The second, third, and fourth column correspond to
IPA with a small minibatch of size 5 under TV, BM3D, and DnCNN, respectively. Each image is labeled by its SNR (dB) with respect to the original image,
and the visual difference is highlighted by the boxes underneath. Note that IPA recovers the details lost by the batch algorithm with the same computational
cost and achieves the same high-quality results as the full batch algorithm.

For intensity diffraction tomography, we implemented an
epoch-based selection rule due to the large size of data. We
randomly divide the measurements (along with the correspond-
ing forward operators) into non-overlapping chunks of size 60
and save these chunks on the hard drive. At every iteration,
IPA loads only a single random chunk into the memory while
the full-batch PnP-ADMM loads all chunks sequentially and
process the full set of measurements. This leads to the lower
per iteration cost and less memory usage of IPA than PnP-
ADMM. Table III shows extra examples of the memory usage
specification for reconstructing 512 × 512 pixel permittivity
images. These results follow the same trend observed in Table II
of the main paper. We also conduct some extra validations
that provides additional insights into IPA. In these simulations,
we use images of size 254 × 254 pixels from Set 12 as test
examples. We assume real permittivity functions with the total
number of measurement b = 60.

Fig. 4 illustrates the evolution of the convergence of IPA for
different values of the penalty parameter. We consider three
different values of γ ∈ {γ0, γ0/20, γ/400} with γ0 = 20. The
average normalized distance ‖S(vk)‖22/‖vk‖22 and SNR are
plotted against the iteration number and labeled with their
respective final values. The shaded areas represent the range of
values attained across all test images. IPA randomly select 5
measurements in every iteration to impose the data-consistency.
Fig. 4 compliments the results in Fig 1 of the main paper by
showing the fast convergence speed in practice with larger
values of γ. On the other hand, this plot further demonstrates

that IPA is stable in terms of the SNR results for a wide range
of γ values.

Prior work has discussed the influence of the denoising
prior on the final result. Our last simulation compares the
final reconstructed images of IPA by using TV, BM3D,
and DnCNN. Since TV is a proximal operator, it serves
as a baseline. Table IV compares the average SNR values
obtained by different image priors. We include the results
of PnP-ADMM using 5 fixed measurements and the full
batch as reference. Visual examples of House and Parrot
are shown in Fig. 5. First, the table numerically illustrates
significant improvement of IPA over PnP-ADMM under the
same computational budget. Second, leveraging learned priors
in IPA leads to the better reconstruction than other priors. For
instance, DnCNN outperforms TV and BM3D by 0.7 dB in
SNR. Last, the agreement between IPA and the full batch
PnP-ADMM highlights the nearly optimal performance of
our algorithm at a significantly lower computational cost and
memory usage.
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